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High-performance and Hardware-aware ComputingKIT Scientific Publishing, 2008

	High-performance system architectures are increasingly exploiting heterogeneity: multi- and manycore-based systems are complemented by coprocessors, accelerators, and reconfigurable units providing huge computational power. However, applications of scientific interest (e.g. in high-performance computing and numerical simulation) are not yet...
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Learn Sprite Kit for iOS Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	With Learn Sprite Kit for iOS Game Development, you'll discover how easy it is to create 2D games using the new Sprite Kit framework from Apple. You'll find how simple it is to create a scene, add animated sprites, incorporate edges, play sound effects, and create animated particles for special effects. You'll also use...
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The Home-Based Business KitSourcebooks, Inc., 2005
Launch a money-making venture from the comfort of your own home.

Starting a home-based business has special challenges. From preparing the right business plan to your first successful sale, The Home-Based Business Kit  gives you the tools you need to succeed and make a profit. Experienced home-based business owners show you how to:
...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds, 3rd Edition: Design & Build a Shed: - Complete Plans - Step-by-Step How-To (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2017

	
		Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Sheds has the perfect plan for anyone who is building his or her own tool shed, habitable shed, and many more.

	
		The most popular plans from previous editions are preserved, from small garage-style sheds with overhead doors, to kit sheds, to...
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Extreme NXT: Extending the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT to the Next Level (Technology in Action)Apress, 2007
Extreme NXT: Extending the LEGO MIDSTORMS NXT to the Next Level is for intermediate-level users of NXT who would like to advance their capabilities by learning some of the basics of electronics. Plenty of examples are provided, and easy-to-follow instructions are included for building over 15 different sensors.
This makes a great...
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Modern Operating Systems (3rd Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
A presentation of the basics of both distributed and single-processor computer systems, this book reflects real-world experience that provides practical, hands- on information in constructing and understanding modern operating systems.  This book discusses the key principles of both kinds of systems — including MS- DOS, UNIX, Amoeba, and...
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Mac OS X Leopard Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2007
When then-Apple-CEO Gil Amelio announced in 1997 that the company had bought NeXT and that Steve Jobs, Apple's erstwhile founder and visionary, would be returning, many die-hard Macintosh fans were horrified. Apple was not in good shape at the time, and the purchase of NeXT almost certainly meant that the beloved but creaky old Mac OS would be...
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Audio Mashup Construction Kit: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
HERE ARE SOME SOUND IDEAS.
    Wonder what would happen if the Big Band sound crashed into heavy metal? Or what the offspring of a balladeer and a rapper might sound like? How about smooth jazz and acid rock? Stop wondering-this book will take you there. You'll explore hardware and software choices first and select what you...
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Electronic Circuits for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2004
FROM CIRCUIT FAINT HEART TO CIRCUIT LION HEART IN 57 EASY AND FUN LESSONS  

  Featuring everything an electronics hobbyist could want to learn about circuits and circuit design, Dave Cutcher's Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius makes it fun to achieve genuine mastery, one simple lesson at a time. What's...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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MCTS 70-662 Rapid Review: Configuring Microsoft Exchange Server 2010Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		This Rapid Review is designed to help you assess—and complete—your readiness
	
		for MCTS exam 70-662: Microsoft Exchange Server 2010, Configuring. The Rapid
	
		Review series is intended for exam candidates who already have a solid grasp on the
	
		exam objectives through a combination of experience, skills, and...
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Java AWT Reference (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		The Java AWT Reference provides complete reference documentation on the Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), a large collection of classes for building graphical user interfaces in Java. With AWT, you can create windows, draw, work with images, and use components like buttons, scrollbars, and pulldown menus. The Java AWT...
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